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Kuwait’s new premier to be
named in first week after holiday

Health Minister requests KD 260 million budget for medicines
KUWAIT: An announcement naming Kuwait’s new
prime minister will be made during the first week after
the Eid Al-Adha break, most likely on Tuesday, July 19,
sources told Kuwait Times. The prime minister-desig-
nate will have a few days to form his Cabinet, then take
the oath of office before HH the Amir. This process will
not go beyond the end of this month or the start of
August.

The Cabinet’s formation will not take more than a
month, said the sources who spoke on the condition of
anonymity. The new Cabinet will be short-lived, as it
will deal with the new National Assembly elections
after the current parliament is dissolved in September
or October. Elections will take place within two
months from the dissolution decree. The government
will then resign, leading to consultations for the forma-
tion of a new government. Sources said the new
Cabinet will attend a National Assembly session to
approve the budgets and closing accounts and the
state’s financial status, then parliamentary sessions will
end and will not discuss any proposed laws or any
other issues.

HH the Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-
Sabah had submitted his resignation in early April fol-
lowing a grilling by opposition MPs and after 26 law-
makers, two more than the required quorum, said they
will support a motion to declare non-cooperation with
the premier. The resignation had been accepted by HH
the Amir Sheikh Nawaf Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-Sabah.
Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled and the cabinet were asked
to continue as a care-taker government to run emer-
gency matters.

In a national speech last month, HH the Amir
announced plans to dissolve the National Assembly
and call for fresh polls to end ongoing political dis-
putes between the government and opposition MPs
that had effectively paralyzed the functioning of the
government and the assembly for months. Forming a
new Cabinet is important to issuing the Amiri decree
dissolving the assembly. 

HH the Crown Prince Sheikh Mishal Al-Ahmad Al-
Sabah held talks Wednesday with current and former
national assembly speakers and prime ministers as part
of the customary consultations before naming a new

premier. HH the Crown Prince could rename HH Sheikh
Sabah Al-Khaled to form a new cabinet or may name a
new personality to form the cabinet.

Medicines’ budget
In other news, Health Minister Dr Khalid Al-Saeed

asked the Cabinet for a KD 260 million budget for
medicines and medical supplies for the strategic
reserves to boost health security in the country,
sources told Kuwait Times. He also asked for ware-
houses of an area of at least 35 sq m with interna-
tional specifications to be approved by the engineer-
ing and projects affairs department in coordination
with the medicines and medical supplies department
in the ministry.

Saeed justified his request in an official letter by
saying that the COVID-19 pandemic caused problems
internationally, with difficulties in supplying medicines
due to insufficient financial allocations for medicines
and medical supplies, in addition to many companies
declining to meet orders due to a rise in raw material
prices and lack of storage spaces.

KUWAIT: HH Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah chairs
the Cabinet’s weekly meeting on July 4, 2022. —KUNA

Manpower authority
chief, Indian envoy
discuss labor issues 
KUWAIT: Acting Director General of Public
Authority for Manpower (PAM) Dr Mubarak Al-Azmi,
and representative of authority departments met with
India’s Ambassador to Kuwait Sibi George and his del-
egation on Thursday. Azmi welcomed the Ambassador
and lauded the historic relations between the two
countries, adding that he is keen on strengthening
mutual ties. The two sides discussed bringing in and

employ Indian labor, as well as providing protection
for workers in Kuwait, PAM said in a statement.

Azmi said the marketplace in Kuwait attracts labor
according to its need of experienced specialties. He
said PAM exerts its efforts to improve the process of
bringing in labor in a way that serves the developmen-
tal interests of Kuwait, while at the same time care for
the laborers’ situation and rights as stated by the labor
law and decisions issued by PAM in this regard.

Azmi emphasized the basic role of the authority in
providing legal protection and guaranteeing a suitable
work environment that ensures the rights of all labor-
ers, including those in the private sector or domestic
helpers. Meanwhile, Ambassador Sibi George thanked
the State of Kuwait for its efforts and development
that deserve to be commended.

KUWAIT: Acting Director General of Public Authority for Manpower (PAM) Dr Mubarak Al-Azmi meets India’s
Ambassador to Kuwait Sibi George.

Kuwait welcomes
Yemen ceasefire
extension: Ministry
KUWAIT: Kuwait welcomes the extension of the
ceasefire agreement in Yemen, and the renewed com-
mitment shown by Yemeni parties to halt all military
operations, the Foreign Ministry said on Wednesday.
Kuwait praises the efforts made by the United Nations
special envoy for Yemen Hans Grundberg to strength-
en this commitment, which comes in the context of the
initiative announced by Saudi Arabia in March 2021, to
end the Yemeni crisis, said the ministry in a statement.
The ministry also hopes that the extension of the truce
would contribute to reaching a “comprehensive politi-
cal solution to the Yemeni crisis based on the three
references (Gulf Cooperation Council Initiative, the
Comprehensive National Dialogue Conference and

Security Council Resolution 2216)... in a manner that
preserves the security and stability of Yemen and its
territorial integrity and achieves the aspirations of the
Yemeni people.” 

Meanwhile, the Saudi Foreign Ministry welcomed
the inter-Yemeni agreement to bolster up the UN-
sponsored truce, stressing the need to open humani-
tarian corridors to Taiz. The Ministry appreciated in a
statement the efforts of the Special Envoy of the UN
Secretary General for Yemen to enhance commitment
to truce in keeping with the Saudi initiative of March
2021 to settle the crisis in Yemen through political
means. The statement stressed the Kingdom’s firm
support for everything that could guarantee security
and stability in Yemen and achieve the aspirations of
the brotherly Yemeni people. It highlighted the impor-
tance of the Houthis’ commitment to the provisions of
the truce, the speedy opening of humanitarian corri-
dors to Taiz, and depositing revenues in the Central
Bank of Yemen to pay the salaries of civilians. On
Wednesday, Grundberg said that Yemeni government
and Houthis agreed to consolidate the truce in the run-
up to Eid Al-Adha, due on Saturday. —  KUNA

HAYS: Yemenis displaced by the conflict receive food aid and supplies to meet their basic needs, at a camp in
Hays district in the war-ravaged western province of Hodeida, on July 6, 2022. — AFP

KUWAIT: Camels are pictured at the camels’ market in the Erhaiya desert area, 45 km South of Kuwait City on July 7, 2022, ahead of the Eid Al-Adha holiday. The prices range between KD 400 and KD 550, according to vendors at the
market, who say that up to seven people can share a camel for sacrifice during the holiday. — Photos by Yasser Al-Zayyat

Camels prepared for
Eid Al-Adha sacrifice 


